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the surface ; (r', ff, <f>') the coordinates of any internal point P. Let dco = sin Od0d<f>.   The potential F of the electricity at P is
where the limits of integration are 6 = 0 to TT, and <£ = 0 to 2?r.
This series is convergent for all positions of P which are at a distance / from the origin less than the least radius vector of the surface. Let ^ be the angle the radius vector r makes with the normal to the element do", then r*da> = da cos i/r. Since ty is a quantity whose square can be neglected, we have r*dco = d<r.
The electricity is so distributed that the potential V is constant throughout the interior, we therefore equate to zero the coefficients of the several powers of r' in the series (3). Hence
for all values of n>0,                 ^n = 0 ........................ (4).
We now substitute for r and p their values given by (1) and (2) and reject the squares and products of the small quantities Tlt Y.2) &c., Z19 Z2, &c. We then have by Art. 290
/{-(»- l)Fn + £»}P»eZfi> = 0 ............... (5).
NOW     TnPnda
are the values of Yn> Zn when 9', $' are written for 6, <p ; Art. 289. We thus find                  Z'n= Fn(w-l) ........................ (0).
The conclusion is that the surface density of the electricity on the surface (1) is
It may be noticed that the term Yl is absent from the expression for p. The reason is that the surface r = a (1 + F/) is approximately a sphere when Y± is small, Art. 293, Ex. 3. The surface density is then uniform.
If E be the quantity of electricity on the surface, we have, since JYnda> = 0 and the squares of Yn are neglected,
This  equation  determines  D when E is given.    The potential at the origin is            F==/prcfo>==47raD.
The capacity is therefore equal to a.

